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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BONE -

PART II

BIPHASIC ELASTIC BEHAVIOR OF FRESH HUMAN BONE
Ili RBERT RoiH, B.A., HAROI D M. FROST, M.D. AND ANTHONY R. VILLANUEVA, B.S.
INTRODUCTION
Elastic behavior is the ability of a material lo deform under a load, and to resume
Its normal shape and dimensic^ns after removal of the load. All structural materials
arc clastic to some degree, including chalk, concrete, and glass.
The basic theorem of elastic theory is Hook's law which slates lhal the strain
(strain in engineering is deformation) is proportional to the load. This means thai
in theory 2 grams load produce twice as much deformation as one gram and that as
much energy is returned upon load removal as is put in upon loading.'**
No real structural materials obey Hook's law perfectly and some behave in very
poor elastic fashion. In order to understand the peculiar behavior seen by means of
very accurate measuremenis done over considerable lime periods, il has been found
necessary to assume lhal all structural materials contain two separate, differently
behaving parts.
1) Purely elastic component. As indicated this component obeys Hook's law
md hehavcs in purely elastic fashion.
2) Anelasiic part. This part behaves in totallv nonelastic fashion. It is as though
lUiid were present in a cylinder coniaining a small orifice. A pull on the cylinder is
resisted, and thc stronger the pull the stronger the resistence. Due to leakage of fluid
ihrough the orifice the cylinder gives. When the pull is removed, the system comes to
I est w here it happens to be w ith no tendency to return to its original shape or
ilimensions. This component resists the correction of a deformation as much as it
icsists thc original deformation, lhe work put into moving this system is lost as heat
or some other form of energy.'**
Figure 1 reveals the so-called Zener model of a linear elastic solid. This model
provides a good approximaiion of clastic behavior. Certain discrepancies indicate
thai thc tolal picture yet remains lo be recognized.
.Some anelastic component exists even in the very best springs. Thc result is
that vibrations spontaneously die oui, even in vacuum. In many real structural materials
the elastic behavior is very complex due to varying composition, phase states, and the
ellects of varying temperatures, densities of inlercryslalline bonds, varying velocity
of displacement and so on.'**'*"' The result of these varied factors is anomalous
behavior.
While anomalous behavior may be frusirating under some circumstances, it is
gratifying when one wishes to learn something about thc basic nature of the material
exhibiting it. The reason is that the anomalies are thc key to the structural character'stics of the material.
The results of simple experiments on the elastic behavior of bone are now
presented. The experiments followed a fortuitous observation, reveal anomalous elasti153
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city and lead to an unusual inference about thc clastic behavior of bone, the inference
being that the elasticity in bone is the result of two phases acting in concert wiihin
normal load ranges bul separated by differing characteristics near failure.
MATERIALS
Two tibiae and two femurs were obtained fresh from the operating room, the
amputations being done for soft tissue neoplasm in one case and vascular insufficiency
in thc other. The specimens were kept moist before and during the experiments with
lap water applied by suitable means. The patient's ages were 18 and 63 years.
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Figure 2

The so-called Zener model of anomalous elastic
behavior. The figure represents a structural
material loaded in tension. The material behaves as though there were several elements
present. On the left is a major, perfectly elastic
component in which strain is proportional to
stress and in which no energy loss (technically
known as iianipini;t occurs.

Schematic illustration of the events described
in the text. The Idlers correspond to lhe steps
following the same letter headings in the text
under METHODS.

On the right is a smaller, similarly perfect
elastic component in series with a perfectly
inelastic component (the dashpot). The dashpot resists elongation by virtue of the reduced
orifice through which ils hydraulic fluid must
flow to permit elongation. It also resists return
to original length when thc load is removed.
Finally, it dissipates energy as heal.
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METHODS
A) Test samples were cut from thc diaphyseal cortex with a fine toothed hack
saw and the test sample surfaces ground flat and parallel under running water by methods
described elsewhere.' The finished samples were about 10 x 5 x 5 mm. in dimensions.
B) The two rams described in figures I and 2 in thc preceding paper were forced
into the surfaces of thc test samples by clamping them in a vise as previously described
I he loads selecled were sufficient to produce plastic flow as previously described.
As a result a permanent set was produced in the surfaces of thc test samples.
C) lhe indented surfaces of the test samples were then ground sufficiently under
running water so lhat all evidence of the dents was removed, the finished surfaces
being perfectly flat to inspection with optical aid in oblique light.
D) The samples were then subjected to one of the following manipulations;
I ) Immersion in 95% ethanol for 10 minutes.
I) Immersion in pure dioxane for 10 minutes.
M Immersion in 29f nitric acid for 4 minutes.
4) Boiling in water 10 minuies.
I he lest surfaces were then inspected again for surface flatness.
OBSERVATIONS
At the conclusion of step (B) a permaneni sel was visible in the surfaces of
the test samples of bone. At thc conclusion of step (C) the sample surfaces were
perfectly flat. At thc conclusion of steps (D) 1, 2, and 3 a hump had appeared on
the surface of the test samples. Thc hump was a negative image of thc original indentation, and a positive image of the shape of thc ram producing the original indentation.
The hump was considerably smaller lhan the depth of the original permanent set.
See figure 2.
At the conclusion of step (D) 4 no hump was apparent on the surfaces of the
test sample.
It appeared to be easier to elicit the above behavior on material loaded parallel
lo the longitudinal axis of thc original diaphysis than on material loaded parallel
to other axes.
DISCUSSION
Thc behavior observed above may be explained by inferring the following:
There are two clastic components present in fresh, wet bone. Under normal
loads their effects arc additive. Under abnormal loads one phase may be loaded into
the region of plastic flow, and may be given a permanent sel, at slightly lower loads
than are needed to produce thc same behavior in the other phase. Thc result is that
the permanent set in the first phase ''\ocks in" elastic strain from thc second phase.
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If the bonds holding the permanent sel in thc substance of the first phase can be
broken, cancelled, or removed, the elastic strain of the second phase then corrects
itself, producing its original shape and dimensions, or a hump.
It seems clear that phase one referred to above is thc mineral in bone. This
is the weaker phase which lakes a permanent set before the matrix. Decalcification
removes the mineral, while dehydration in some manner cancels the intcrcrystalline
bonds. These bonds hold the permanent set of the mineral against the tendency of
the elastically strained matrix to return to its original shape and dimensions.
It also seems clear that the matrix is the most durable phase which behaves
elastically, and is phase 2.
It remains to be seen whciher or nol matrix can also be given a permanent set;
the presently available data suggest that thc permanent sets noted in "thc course of
this work might all be due to the mineral phase alone. Not all of thc samples tested
developed humps after cthanolizalion. It is possible lhat in such samples matrix was
given a permanent set too.
The manner in which ethanol and dioxane release the bonds holding thc permanent
set in the mineral phase may be significanl. One theory is that thc plastic flow in
bone is a cog-wheel phenomenon, the cogs locking each other after plastic flow. The
alcohol, by producing shrinkage, merely disengages the cogs. The other theory is
that thc alcohol, by virtue of its polar nature, attached to and thus blocked certain
types of bonds holding adjoining crvstal masses together. By blocking, or cancelling,
the bonds, the elastic strain in thc matrix would be released. If something of this
order occurs, then one might expect to find that thc strength of bone may be affected
considerably by the type and number of nonhydroxyapatite ions in thc bone. This
is because such ions could reinforce or interfere with the bonding efficiency due to
quantum effects.
If thc shrinkage explanation is correct, bone's strength and rigidity should be
found lo var\ according to the amount of water present in it. (This is an observed
fact.) It is significant that bone is known to be dependent on both of thc faclors
mentioned. One may infer, for purposes of designing future experiments, that there
is some truth in both theories postulated to explain thc release of thc clastic strain
in the matrix.
SUMMARY
By simple experiments a biphasic elastic behavior in wet, fresh bone can be
elicited. Thc facts suggest that lhe mineral phase may be given a permanent set before
the matrix, and that upon releasing the permanent set of thc mineral by two means,
the matrix returns to its original shape elastically. Two possible reasons for this
behavior arc mentioned, and the gross consequences to be expected if either reason
IS correct are predicted.
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